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In meteorological terrestrial photogrammetry, stereo structures of clouds provides useful havior in a hailstorm using measurement of stereo photogrammetry of cumulus clouds. Holle hand, our technique depends on the accuracy of GIS data on the region. This is a limitation of this technique, because there are no high resolution DEMs available for some places. However,
140
if the DEM available, a GIS system allows the user to access the landmarks easily. Another 141 limitation is that only the facing surface of clouds in both cameras can be measured, and leaves 142 other parts 3D detail unknown.
143
In the next section we show how our algorithm can achieve the global minimum for reduc-144 ing the geometric error associated with computation of the extrinsic parameters. In section 3, 145 we show results of our algorithm on the data collected from the field. We also evaluated the pro-146 posed approach using radar data and NASA Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) 147 satellite images and aircraft trajectory with liquid water content.
148
[ 
Binocular Stereo Photogrammetry for Cloud Observation
150
In this section, we first briefly describe the pinhole camera model. Secondly, we analyze 151 GE of the pinhole camera model in a large scale scene. Based on the previous analysis, at 152 least 6 landmarks are needed to calibrate the cameras. We next define the world coordinate for 153 the landmark survey and provide a method to measure the world coordinates of the landmarks 154 based on GIS rather than field measurements. Finally, we present our coarse-to-fine algorithm 155 to find the camera parameters iteratively. 
a. Pinhole Camera Model
We briefly present the basic pinhole camera model which is a combination of matrices with In this paper, the X, Y , and Z axes are along eastward, upward, and northward directions in the world coordinate, respectively.x andŷ are measured in pixels with top-left corner as image plane origin (see Fig. 1 ). In three steps, a 3D point can be mapped on the image. These are:
(1) Transform the 3D points to the camera frame; (2) project points on the image plane; and, (3) map the points on the image plane image coordinates. In the rest of the paper, we represent the world and image points using their homogeneous coordinates 6 , i.e. the world point X is X = (x, y, z, 1) T and a image point x by x = (x,ŷ, 1) T ,. A pinhole camera model is expressed as a linear mapping between their homogeneous coordinates as follows:
5 Transpose of the row vector (x, y, z). In this paper, a bold-face symbol always represents a column vector or matrix. 6 A point (x 1 , · · · , x n ) in n dimensional Euclidean space is also a point in n dimensional projective space by simply adding a n + 1 coordinate of 1 at the end: (x 1 , · · · , x n , 1) which is called a homogeneous coordinate of the point.
8
The camera projection matrix P is a set of 3 × 4 homogeneous matrices, where the left hand 3×3 submatrix is non-singular. For a pinhole camera, the projection matrix P can be calculated
where I 3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix, K is called the camera calibration matrix and C = (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) T represents the coordinates of the camera center in the world coordinate frame. The delimiter | denotes that the matrix is composed of two submatrices. R is a 3 × 3 rotation matrix representing the orientation of the camera coordinate frame. The calibration matrix of a pinhole camera is
where a x = f k x and a y = f k y . f is the focal length and k x and k y are the number of pixels per 166 unit distance in image coordinates in the x and y directions respectively, and sk is the skew of 167 the image plane, which is the angle between the x and y pixel axes (in our application, sk = 0).
168
Similarly, p = (x 0 ,ŷ 0 ) T is the principal point in pixel dimensions. The parameters contained 169 in the calibration matrix K are called the intrinsic parameters.
170
In E 3 , rotations about the X, Y , and Z axes are in the counter-clockwise direction when looking toward the origin. These are:
By Euler's rotation theorem, any rotation can be represented as a composition of rotations about 171 the three axes. α, β and γ as explained below.
172
In our application, after translation of the origin of the world frame to the camera center,
we first rotate the y axis counter-clockwise through azimuth angle denoted by β such that the new z axis is along the azimuth of the principal axis. Since the camera is tilted upward at an elevation angle denoted by α, we next rotate the x axis counter-clockwise through elevation angle so that the new z axis is along the principal axis of the camera. Generally, the camera is set up askew and so the lens horizon is not horizontal. We finally twist the new z axis through an angle of roll, denoted by γ, so that the new x and y axes are parallel to the horizontal sidê x and vertical sideŷ of the image plane of the camera respectively. Now, we have transformed the world coordinate frame (O, X, Y, Z) to the camera coordinate frame (C, X cam , Y cam , Z cam ) (see Fig. 1 ). In this case, the rotation matrix in equation (2) can be written as
where R x (α), R y (β) and R z (γ) are defined in equations (4), (5) and (6) respectively.
b. Geometric Error in a Large Scale Scene
Suppose that the homogeneous world coordinates of N ≥ 6 landmarks X i = (x i , y i , z i , 1)
T and their corresponding image points with homogeneous image coordinates x i = (x i ,ŷ i , 1)
T with 1 ≤ i ≤ N are accurately known by some means. We can then estimate the camera orientation (α, β and γ : roll angle , elevation angle, and azimuth) and location C = (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )
T in world coordinate system by minimizing the GE in the image [Hartley and Zisserman (2003)]:
where PX i is the image of X i under projection matrix P which depends on orientation (3 azimuth and roll angle). They assumed that the exact location of the camera center can be 186 measured. However, in our case, finding exact locations of camera centers was not possible.
187
In the rest of this subsection, we will discuss the geometric error generated from the de-
188
viation of camera from its true orientation and location and then present our coarse-to-fine 189 algorithm to minimize the GE (8).
190
In order to calculate the GE resulting from the deviation of orientation and location of the camera, we simplify the analysis by applying a rigid transformation to place the world co- their corresponding image points with homogeneous image coordinates as
Our assumption is that the initial location and orientation (from measurement) are close to the 202 true location and orientation. Hence, x 0 , y 0 , z 0 , α, β, and γ are small scalars.
203
If α, β and γ are less than 1 rad (i.e. 57 • ) 7 , it is useful to rewrite rotation matrices R x (α), R y (β) and R z (γ), defined by (4), (5), and (6) as the lowest order Taylor series expansions:
7 It is needed to do Taylor expansion of cos and sin functions in the rotation matrices.
where the big-O symbols indicates the existence of additional terms of second or higher order involving α, β and γ. From (2), (7), (9), (10) and (11), we have for landmarks X i
where
Due to the inaccurate estimation of camera's location and orientation, the image of a reference landmark, X i , will shift away from its true image. From (12), the shift is given by:
where we make use of the facts that: (i) x i is the true image of landmark X i , i.e.,
(ii) the scenery of clouds is at a very large scale Warner et al. (1973) , and all landmarks selected are far away from the cameras. This means that the amount of deviation from the true location of the camera is much less than that of the coordinates of all landmarks,
i.e., x 0 ≪ x i , y 0 ≪ y i and z 0 ≪ z i , and so we have
(1 ≤ i ≤ N ). Therefore, the GE is dominated by the first two terms in the formula above, and total GE in (8) can be rewritten as:
The minimum of E(α, β, γ, x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) can be solved by setting the first derivatives ∂E/∂α,
204
∂E/∂β, ∂E/∂γ, ∂E/∂x 0 , ∂E/∂y 0 , and ∂E/∂z 0 to zero. By using Cramer's rule, there is However, a small deviation in angle results in significant error in the cloud stereo reconstruction 213 (see Fig. 2 ). Therefore, it cannot approach the solution for the true orientation if the location 214 14 is not accurate. This is why we must consider orientation and location of camera together to cost function and assuming that we can obtain the exact location of camera as Rasmussen et al. The camera position and orientation depend on a given coordinate system. A geographic coordinate system enables a location on Earth to be specified by the three coordinates of a spherical coordinate system (λ, ϕ, r), where λ, ϕ and r are longitude, latitude and radius of Earth, respectively. However, the pinhole camera model is based on a Cartesian coordinate system, therefore, it is improper to use the geographic coordinate system as the world coordinate system to find the minima in Eq. (8). On the other hand, at a point O on the Earth sphere there is a local tangent coordinate, denoted by (O, X, Y, Z) where X and Y are the directions of the tangent of the meridian and the latitude line at the point O, respectively, and Z is the along the direction of altitude the point O (see Fig. 3(a) ). The local tangent coordinate is regarded as the world coordinate system in this paper. The transformation between spherical coordinate and the local tangent coordinate satisfies the following
where r 0 is the radius of the Earth and r 0 >> z. Therefore, for a small graticule (e.g. |λ 1 −λ 2 | < the following three steps.
247
•
Step 1: Selection of pixels in the image that correspond to some physical features.
248
Step 2: Mapping the pixels to the corresponding points in the terrain in the physical world.
249
Step 3: Determining the coordinates of the corresponding points by means of help of
250
GPS/GIS tools.
251
Selected landmarks in the images satisfy two requirements. One is that they are visible 252 from both cameras (thus, the cameras can be calibrated in the common coordinate system),
253
and another is that they correspond to some physical features. All kinds of peaks are good
254
candidates. However, an image contains many such peaks. The third step is relatively easy
255
with the help of a GPS or GIS tools. However, the second step becomes much more difficult i.e. to match the pixels and its corresponding physical points. In addition, for any given lens 257 setting, there is only one distance at which a subject is precisely in focus, and the focus falls 258 off gradually on either side of that distance. Especially the region behind the points of focus 259 will become smaller and smaller with increasing distance. Thus, the pixels at the region are 260 so blurry that finding their world positions is not easy. Therefore, mapping the pixels to their 261 physical points needs to be repeated several times. Unfortunately, it is impractical and not 262 easy to identify landmarks by field measurements due to lack of roads, and accessibility to Mt.
263
Lemmon. Therefore, due to practical reasons including accessibility and cost, we could not survey the landmarks by field measurements. Instead we make use of GIS tools to determine the location of landmarks. with high-resolution satellite image (see Fig. 4 ), which in turn provides geographic coordi-
273
nates. Although the shortcoming of this approach is that it is difficult to automatically match 274 landmarks between camera images and Google Earth 3D terrain, the advantages of the method 275 is that all the landmarks are put in the common GIS coordinate system, and high resolution is stable and the grid is refined below a specified tolerance.
285
Suppose that the initial orientation (α 0 , β 0 , γ 0 ) and location (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) of the camera are 286 18 close to their true position, i.e., there are tolerances ∆α, ∆β, and ∆γ for elevation angle, azimuth,and roll angle of camera's principal axis such that the true elevation angle is α ∈
288
(α 0 − ∆α, α 0 + ∆α), the true azimuth is β ∈ (β 0 − ∆β, β 0 − ∆β), and the roll angle is γ ∈
289
(γ 0 − ∆γ, γ 0 + ∆γ) with a tolerance ( ∆x, ∆y, ∆z) such that the true location of camera center 290 is located in the cube (x 0 ± ∆x, y 0 ± ∆y, z 0 ± ∆z). The amount of tolerances are determined 291 by the accuracy of the equipment used. In practice, the tolerance are usually selected as two and j = 1, 2, 3), and 0 ≤ k j τ ≤ 2∆ζ (for ζ = x, y, z and j = 4, 5, 6) and iteration L = 1.
298
• Step 2: Set α = α 0 − ∆α + k 1 θ, β = β 0 − ∆β + k 2 θ, and γ = γ 0 − ∆γ + k 3 θ. Compute 299 the rotation matrix (7).
300
• Step 3: Set x = x 0 − ∆x + k 4 τ, y = y 0 − ∆y + k 5 τ ,and z = z 0 − ∆z + k 6 τ , and 301 calculate projection matrix (2).
302
• Step 4: Calculate the GE (8), and store the position of camera that minimizes the GE. In- For each camera, we have a measurement
i and these equations can be combined into the form AX i = 0, which is a linear equation in X i , with 
Experimental Results
328
The technique outlined above was applied to data collected during the CuPIDO project and CC7. The straight-line distance between the highest peak and the pair CC6-7 is about 25km.
332
The spacing between CC6 and CC7 is about 1.5km. The intersection of the field of views of the 333 cameras covers an area about 25km deep and 40km wide. Table 2 shows the intrinsic parameters 334 of these cameras. The initial measurements for CC6 and CC7 are shown in Table 3 .
335
[ Table 3 show the calibration results of cameras CC6 and CC7 using different methods.
343
We manually selected 166 matching points which are located at a mountain region viewed 344 from CC6 and CC7 and used them to calibrate the camera CC6 and CC7 based on RANSAC 345 algorithm. We also surveyed 10 landmarks corresponding to 10 matching points and applied the 346 10 landmarks to calibrated the cameras CC6 and CC7 based on our proposed method and Tsai's 347 algorithm. Since it is difficult to measure roll angle of a camera accurately, it is assumed that the such as corners, it is easier to get accurate coordinates of landmarks and exactly match points.
356
However, it was impractical to obtain these accurate observations in our experiments. Therefore,
357
it is impossible to obtain the accurate extrinsic parameters using Tsai's and RANSAC methods
358
when the elements of the matrix are contaminated by the errors.
359
where N is the number of landmarks sampled, ξ i (either x i or y i or z i ) denotes coordinates of 
431
The coherence of the cluster of calculated cloud points to the real cloud front edge suggests that 432 the proposed algorithm performed well. values of the extrinsic camera parameters is used. This algorithm is based on minimizing the 442 geometric error (GE). In some cases such as ours, due to the character of the terrain in the by solving a linear equations
Generally, if the deviation (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) is not the zero vector, the right vector in Eq. (20) we increase/decrease either azimuth or elevation or roll angle by 0.1 (deg) at Camera coordinate system R ξ , Rotation around axis ξ (ξ = X, Y, Z) t Translation along a vector P Camera projection matrix K Camera calibration matrix 
